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Machine GuardMachine Guard offers flexible coverage options  offers flexible coverage options 
on your harvest machinery, with a summary of on your harvest machinery, with a summary of 
the key components highlighted:the key components highlighted:

Eligible 
Components

Warranty 
Power

Warranty 
Plus

Engine  
Transmission  
Drive Line  
Differentials / Final Drive  
Hydrostatic Pump & Motor  
Fuel System  
Steering Pump 
Hydraulic Pumps 
Hydraulic Valves 
Hydraulic Cylinders 

Protection for your essential 
harvest season equipment
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Season Protect Benefits

Season-long mechanical cover available 
for all harvesting equipment

Available at a fraction of the cost 
of common component failures

Available with your post-harvest service, 
giving you all year round peace of mind 

Repairs carried out by your 
local dealer

Guaranteed genuine 
manufacturer parts

Fixing your harvest season 
operating costs

Saving you money and reducing 
equipment downtime

As the preeminent provider of 
machinery extended warranties, we 
are continually thinking of new ways to 
make customers’ lives easier through 
innovation. We have developed a 
number of unique coverages and 
products including the Season Protect
warranty for the Agricultural industry.

Season Protect is a short-term 
derivative of our core Machine Guard 
warranty product which allows farmers 
to protect their harvesting equipment 
for the critical three-month harvest 
period. As much of this equipment does 
not get used throughout the rest of the 
year, it can sit idle for many months at a 
time. Season Protect gives farmers the 
reassurance that when they do come to 
use it at such a critical time of year, the 
machinery is protected from sudden or 
unforeseen breakdown.
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